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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION
Ernest Best prefaces his discussion of 1 Th 5:23 in his commentary with
the remark that “To the Greek for whom the body was the tomb or prison of the
immortal soul its ultimate fate was unimportant”1. This brief generalizing quotation raises many questions, but perhaps the bottom line is that the Hellēn believed
in the everlastingness of the soul but the mortality of the body, and that this view
was in conflict with the Jewish view, according to which, the body was an integral
part of the personality, and as such could not be dispensed with at death. Or, to
put it in a more classic way, in R. Bultmann’s words:
That soma belongs inseparably, constitutively, to human existence is most clearly
evident from the fact that Paul cannot conceive even of a future human existence
after death …as an existence without soma 2.
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It is a usual assumption among New Testament scholars that in his discussion of the resurrection of the dead, Paul holds to the Jewish view of the resurrection of the body, not to the
Hellenic (Platonic) view of the immortality of the soul. As this question impinges on the
question of anthropology, it is further stated that according to the Hellenic view man has
a body — which, moreover is conceived as a tomb of the soul (Orphics) — whereas according to the Jewish view man is a body.
A careful investigation of the Hellenic and OT-Jewish evidence shows that it is a methodological miss to confuse views in Homēros and the Orphics with later views in Sokrates
and Platōn. Moreover there never was a “Jewish view” of the resurrection. There were
five/six views. The resurrection of the body was a minority view.
The Pauline texts show that Paul speaks of the resurrection of the dead but never of the
resurrection of the body as well as that man has a body. It is thus intriguing to compare
Paul’s view of resurrection with Platōn’s view of the immortality of the soul and see how
far apart they are from one another.

And further down:
Soma is not something that outwardly clings to a man’s real self (to his soul, for
instance), but belongs to its very essence, so that we can say man does not have a
soma; he is soma 3.
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Bultmann understands man as soma in his own peculiar existentialist fashion4,
but this line is not in focus in this study, and will, therefore, not be pursued any
further. It is pertinent to the present issue, however, that Bultmann thinks of the
tripartite description of man in 1 Th 5:23 as spirit, soul and body, as a “naive anthropological view”, since it places soma in contrast with soul or spirit. This would tend
to contradict Bultmann’s statement about Paul’s view, above. In spite of this,
Bultmann goes on to say “[Paul] holds fast to the traditional Jewish-Christian teaching
of the resurrection of the dead” 5. This is meant to underline the indissoluble union
between soul and body, and this is, moreover, said to be the traditional OT-JewishChristian view, which stands in sharp contrast to the Hellenic view, according to
which man has a body, which he loses at death.
Bultmann’s distinction between what is thought to be the biblically based
Jewish-Christian view and the Hellenic view is widely accepted today6. In fact,
Cooper — a staunch anti-Platōnist — goes on to say:

* The transcription of Hellenic names is made directly from the Hellenic rather than via
the imprecise Latin.
1
E. Best, A Commentary on the First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians, London: A &
C Black, 1986, 243.
2
R. Bultmann, Theology of the NewTestament, 2 Vols. London: SCM 1952, Vol. I, p. 192. Thee.
3
Bultmann, Theology, Vol. I, p. 194. The same expression is used by D. Myers, The Human
Puzzle, 88, cited by J. W. Cooper, Body, Soul and Life Everlasting, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans-Leicester:
Apollos, 2000, p. 32. I read Cooper’s book after the completion of this article, so I could only make
a minimal use of it, but its argumentation has left me unconvinced. See my review of it in EQ LXXV,
4 (2003), 373-75.
4
Cf. e.g. Bultmann, Theology, Vol. I, 195 f.: “Man is called soma in respect to his being able to
make himself the object of his own action or to experience himself as the subject to whom something happens.
He can be called soma, that is, as having a relationship to himself — as being able in a certain sense to
distinguish himself from himself. Or more exactly, he is so called as that self from whom he, as subject,
distinguished himself, the self with whom he can deal as the object of his own conduct, and also the
self whom he can perceive as subject to an occurrence that springs from a will other than his own. It
is as such a self that man is called soma”.
5
Bultmann, Theology, Vol. I, p. 346. On this statement, see H. C. C. Cavallin’s critical
remarks in his Life after Death. Paul’s Argument for the Resurrection of the Dead in 1 Cor 15. Part I:
An Inquiry into the Jewish Background (CB: 7), Lund 1974 (CB 7:1), Lund: Gleerups 1974, p. 15.
6
A few specimens may suffice: G. E. Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament, Rev. ed. D. A.
Hagner, Eerdmans: Grand Rapids 1993, p. 499 ff.; esp. 506 ff.; J. D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in
the New Testament, Westminster Press, Philadelphia 1977, p. 290 (diversified view). See also such
specific studies on the resurrection as M. J. Harris, Raised Immortal: The Relation Between Resurrection

as M. J. Harris, Raised Immortal: The Relation Between Resurrection and Immortality in the New
Testament Teaching, Eerdmans: Grand Rapids, 1983; M. Dale, The Corinthian Body, Yale Un. Press
1995; J. A. T. Robinson, The Body. A Study in Pauline Theology; R. H. Gundry, Soma in Biblical
Theology with Emphasis on Pauline Anthropology, (NSTS: MS 29) CUP, Cambridge 1976; J. Schmid,
“Anthropologie, Biblische A” Lexicon für Theologie und Kirche, ed. J. Höfer - K. Rahner, 2nd ed.
Freiburg 1975, I, 611; W. D. Stacey, The Pauline View of Man, London 1956, p. 190. See also the
authors mentioned by Cooper, Body and Soul, passim.
7
Cooper, Body and Soul, 34.
8
O. Cullmann, “La foi à la résurrection et l’espérance de la résurrection dans le NT”, EThRel
18 (1943), 3-8; id., Immortality of the Soul or Resurrection of the Dead? London: Epworth 1962.
9
E.g. 1 Cor 7:4; 13:3; 9:27; Phil 1:20; Rm 6:12f.; 12:1 (see Bultmann, Theology, I, 196).
10
On the text-critical problem on kauqhvsomai-kauchvswmai see Caragounis, “‘To Boast’
or ‘To Be Burned’? The Crux of 1 Cor 13:3”, SEÅ 60 (1995), 11-27. This study has been reworked
and enlarged in my The Development of Greek and the New Testament. Morphology. Syntax, Phonology,
and Textual Transmission (WUNT 167), Tübingen: Mohr 2004, 547-64. See also J. K. Elliott, “In
Favour of kauchvswmai at 1 Cor 13:3”, ZNW 62 (1971) 297-98 and R. F. Collins, First Corinthians
(Sacr. Pag.), Collegeville, Minn., 1999, 476-77.
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The distinction comes out clearly in O. Cullmann, who thinks that the biblical
anthropology of Paul was a barrier to the acceptance of Platōn’s doctrine of the
immortality of the soul8. But already Bultmann’s formulation actualizes three
questions: (a) What is meant by “the Jewish view”? (b) Did Paul really hold to
what is understood to be “the Jewish view”? and (c) Is there any rapprochement
between Paul and Platōn (as a representative of the Hellenic view)? It is these three
questions that I would like to address in this unpretentious study.
To begin with, the NT texts that Bultmann cites as proving that the NT — and
hence the Pauline — view, is that man can be spoken of as body, are not unproblematically interpreted9. For example, it may be asked: How can sw'ma in such a
text as 1 Cor 7:4, which is concerned with the wife’s and husband’s not having the
right in their conjugal relations to withhold their sw'ma from one another, be
interpreted of the self or personality? And how can the burning of someone’s sw'ma
in 1 Cor 13:3 be interpreted of that person’s self, unless it is supposed that Paul is
of the opinion that that burning would imply the end of that person’s existence?10
These problems multiply when we inquire into the three questions, above.
I begin with a brief presentation of the Hellenic, in particular Platōnic view of
the immortality of the soul.
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The scholarly community has become highly suspicious—almost paranoid—of
the presence of Platōnic dualism in the traditional interpretation of Scripture.
Nowadays most biblical scholars strive to outdo one another in emphasizing that
Hebrew anthropology, like the Hebrew mind and Hebrew worldview in general,
is decidedly anti-dualistic and enthusiastically holistic or monistic7.

2. THE HELLENIC, ESP. PLATŌNIC VIEW
OF THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL
A.

HELLENIC VIEWS OF IMMORTALITY BEFORE SŌKRATēS AND PLATŌN

The earliest Hellenic view of the afterlife meets us in Homēros. In particular, the Eleventh Book of the Odysseia is devoted to Odysseus’ journey to Hades to
consult the prophet Teiresias about what the future holds for him. There he also
meets with the souls of dead friends, relatives, and other famous persons.
Odysseus, having performed the necessary rite of blood sacrifice, the souls throng
around him to drink of the blood, for only then can they speak. The souls of the
dead are described as nekuvwn ajmenhna; kavrhna “powerless / lifeless heads of the
dead”(Odysseia, XI, 49), and though they have consciousness and memories of their
life on earth11, they lead a mirthless existence in a perpetual zovfo" hJerovei"12 “gloomy
darkness”. They can be seen and recognized, but when Odysseus tries to throw his
arms around his mother, he finds that his arms have embraced mere air; the souls
have no substance. Of more importance for the present discussion is Odysseus’
meeting with the greatest of the Achaian heroes, Achileus. Odysseus’ eulogium of
Achileus’ princely position in the Netherworld, elicits the reply:
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Do not speak comfortingly to me, illustrious Odysseus. I would rather live on
earth and serve another man without inheritance, who owns but little substance,
than rule over all the dead that have perished13.

This pessimistic view of life after death underwent considerable changes
during the classical period. The influences came from various quarters. For example,
Pythagoras and his followers considered the soul to be a small fragment of the
Universal Soul and believed in transmigration with the concomitant that the soul
was immortal14. Essentially, the same position was held by the Orphics, who, also,
considered the body as the prison and tomb of the soul15. In similar manner

Cf. e.g. how Aias’ grudge against Odysseus leaves him untouched by this unexpected
visit, and he passes by in majestic silence (Odysseia XI, 543-67).
12
E.g. Homēros, Odysseia, XI, 57, 155,
13
Homēros, Odysseia, XI, 488-91:
Mh; dhv moi qavnaton ge parauvda, faidim j jOdusseu',
boulovmhn k j ejpavrouro" ejw;n qhteuvemen a[llw/,
ajndri; par j ajklhvrw/ w|/ mh; bivoto" polu;" ei[h,
h] pa'sin nekuvessi katafqinomevnoisin ajnavssein.
14
Diogenes Laertios, Pythagoras, 5, 14, 28, 30f. See also W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of
Greek Philosophy, 6 Vols, Vol. I, The Earliest Presocratics and the Pythagorians, pp. 201f., 306-19.
15
See e.g. Platōn, Kratylos, 400 c.
11

Empedoklēs seems to have believed in the transmigration16, immortality and final
apotheosis of the soul17. The attraction of the Mystery cults lay in the fact that they
promised their initiates a better existence after death than the one Homēros had
portrayed18. The initiates were styled as “blessed”19. The idea of the immortality of
the soul is connected with the notion that the soul is divine, a notion that first
appears explicitly in Pindaros:
The body of all men follows the overwhelmingly powerful death, but an eternal
image remains alive, for it alone comes from the gods20.
B.

SŌKRATēS

It is notoriously difficult to disentangle the views of Sōkratēs from those
of Platōn, seeing that the former is known to us (mainly) through the writings of
the latter. Sōkratēs’ views are thought to come through more purely in the Apologia
and the First Alkibiadēs, and these are supported by certain passages in Xenophōn’s
Apomnēmoneumata. Distilling Sōkratēs’ teaching, we may say with Guthrie that

16
See his recounting of his several earlier lives on account of sin in Diogenes Laertios,
Empedoklēs, 77. See also Guthrie, History of Greek Philosophy: Vol. II, The Presocratic Tradition from
Parmenides to Democritus, on Empedoklēs, pp. 122-265, p. 253
17
I.e. in the sense of nou'", for that alone is divine and immortal in man, cf. Guthrie,
History of Greek Philosophy, II, 246. Toward the end of his life he regarded himself as divine, Diogenes
Laertios, Empedoklēs, 62: ejgw; d j u[mmin qeo;" a[mbroto" oujkevti qnhto;", pwleu'mai meta; pa'sin
tetimhmevno" (I am going about among you no longer as mortal, but as an immortal god, honored by
all), a notion supported by one of the versions of his death, according to which, to prove his divinity
to his followers, he threw himself into Aitna.
18
Cf. Guthrie, History of Greek Philosophy, I, 476: “The mysteries, whether Eleusinian or
other, taught of life after death, not the colourless shadow-existence of the Homeric psyche, but one
in which full individuality was retained and rewards and punishments were possible”.
19
See e.g. Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 480 ff: o[lbio", o}" tavd j o[pwpen ejpicqonivwn ajnqrwvpwn:
o}" d j ajtelh;" iJerw'n o}" t j a[mmoro", ou[poq j oJmoivwn ai|san e[cei fqivmeno" per uJpo; zovfw/ iJeroventi
(“Happy is he of earthly men, who has seen these things; but he who is uninitiated in these rites and
has not had part in them, will not have the like fate when he wastes away in gloomy darkness”), and
Sophokl s, Frg 753: wJ" tri;" o[lbioi kei'noi brotw'n, oiJ tau'ta dercqevnte" tevlh movlws j ej" Aidou:
{
toi'sde ga;r movnoi" eJkei' zh'n e[sti, toi'" d j a[lloisi pavnt j ejkei' kakav (“Thrice happy are those of
the mortals, who having experienced the rites, go to the Underworld; only for these is there life there,
for the others everything there is evil”), and see Caragounis, The Ephesian Mysterion, 18, esp. note 8.
20
Pindaros, Frg. 131: kai; sw'ma me;n pavntwn e{petai qanavtw/ perisqenei', zwo;n d j e[ti
leivpetai aijw'no" ei[dolon: to; ga;r ejsti movnon ejk qew'n.
21
Guthrie, Socrates (= part of History of Greek Philosophy, Vol. III), Cambridge: CUP 1971, 156.
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These religious views are amply attested for Socrates, and they create a presumption
that he believed the soul to persist after death in a manner more satisfying that the
shadowy and witless existence of the Homeric dead21.

The Apologia contains, indeed, many a saying clothed in language that
bespeaks hope, expectation, indeed belief in a better lot after death, all of which is
perhaps summarized in that Book’s final sentence:
But it is time to depart; for me to my death, but for you to life; however, which
of us are going to a better lot is unknown to all except to God22.

With this, Hellenic thought had made a 180 degrees turn from the position
of Homēros. From being regarded as unworthy of the name life, life after death came
to be looked upon as something even better than life on the earth.
In the Phaidon this conviction is put forth with much greater confidence.
However, there we are especially faced with the problem of Platōn’s going beyond
his master and systematizing his views. Nevertheless Guthrie is probably right
when he says:
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If Socrates had not felt confident of personal immortality, it would have been
impossible for Plato to have written an account of his last conversation and death,
however imaginative in its details, of which the whole purpose was to instill such
confidence23.

For Sōkratēs then the real self was the soul, while the body was the necessary
instrument in which the self lived its life and by which it performed its actions.
The idea that the Hellenic view of the immortality of the soul had as its
corollary the reduction of the body to a prison or tomb, taken generally, is too
simplistic and one-sided. Indeed, no other ancient people showed as great a care
for the wellbeing of the body and tried to highlight its beauty as the Hellēnes. We
may here recall the great ideal in Hellenic paideia of a well-tended soul in a welltrained and athletic body, an ideal that is inculcated by Platōn as well24. It should
also be pointed out that for many Hellēnes (both before and after Platōn) the
shadowy existence in Hades could not compare with the tangible pleasures experienced in the body on this earth. Ploutarchos, for example, relates that when the
orator Isokratēs was asked how he fared, he replied: “Like a man who has become
over ninety years old and who regards death as the greatest of evils”25. Nor is the

22
Platōn, Apologia, 42: ajlla; ga;r h[dh w{ra ajpievnai, ejmoi; me;n ajpoqanoumevnw/, uJmi'n de;
biwsomevnoi": oJpovteroi de; hJmw'n e[rcontai ejpi; a[meinon pra'gma, a[dhlon panti; plh;n h] tw/' qew/'.
As Taylor (in Guthrie, Socrates, 160) puts it, “It requires a singularly dull and tasteless reader not to
see that his [Sōkratēs’] own sympathies are with the hope of a blessed immortality”.
23
Guthrie, Socrates, 161.
24
E.g. in his Politeia.
25
Ploutarchos, Moralia, 350 d: wJ" a[nqrwpo" uJpe;r ejnenhvkontai e[th gegonw;" kai;
mevgiston hJgouvmeno" tw'n kakw'n to;n qavnaton.

artistic emphasis — particularly prominent in sculpture — placed on the beauty
of the body, consonant with its supposed disparagement. Finally, we may also
remind ourselves that Sōkratēs himself never ceased to attend to his body. To the
end of his days he used to visit the palaistra regularly to keep his body in trim.
Indeed, because the body was the only means by which the soul could express its
life, exert its influence and be in contact with the world around, it could hardly be
described unqualifiedly as a prison and a tomb of the soul26. But that same body,
if unbridled and insubordinate to the higher rationality of the soul, could act recalcitrantly and defeat the soul’s purposes, an idea that finds an analogous echo in
Paul’s own words (1 Cor 9:27): ajlla; uJpopiavzw mou to; sw'ma kai; doulagwgw',
mhv pw" a[lloi" khruvxa" aujto;" ajdovkimo" gevnomai.

In order to place Platōn’s doctrine of the soul in perspective, a few words
about the Platōnic God and the Platōnic Ideas are in order. At the top of the Platōnic
system is the Idea of the Good (hJ ijdeva tou' ajgaqou')27, or simply the Good (to;
ajgaqovn)28. This is the Platōnic God, who is ‘beyond substance’ (ejpevkeina th'"
oujsiva")29. The Idea of the Good is the cause of all knowledge and truth, which,
however, are not the same as the Good itself. Below the Good are the Ideas or Forms.
The Ideas constitute the basis of conceptualization, but they are not merely concepts;
they are also metaphysical, transcendental, self-existing substances, and hence eternal30. The Mind’s conceptions correspond to these Ideas, and the reason why we are
capable of conceiving them is that our soul saw the eternal prototypes or originals
of these conceptions before our birth31. True knowledge, therefore, cannot be attained
by the senses studying the changeable and corruptible objects of the physical world,
but only by the Mind of the soul contemplating the true object of knowledge, that
which is unchangeable32 and eternal33. Thus, beyond all good and beautiful things,

26
The relation of soul to body was not thought of in terms of the tortoise and its shell. It
was the means by which the inner life of the self was externalized and there was a mutual influence
of the one on the other. Hellenic medicine, which showed the intricate relation between soul and
body, was quite advance in New Testament times (see C. Caragounis, “The Weltanschauung of the
New Testament Authors”, forthcoming in Festschrift for J.W. Voelz).
27
Platōn, Politeia, 508 e.
28
Platōn, Politeia, 507 b.
29
Platōn, Politeia, 509 b: oujk oujsiva" o[nto" tou' ajgaqou', ajll j e[ti ejpevkeina th'" oujsiva".
30
Platōn, Parmenides, 133 c; Politeia, 596 c; Timaios, 50 d.
31
E.g. Platōn, Phaidon, 72 e-76 c; Phaidros, 249 c
32
Cf. the Jewish-Christian view of God as unchangeable, e.g. Ps 45:6; 102:25-27; Mal 3:6;
Heb 1:8-12; 13:8.
33
Cf. the Johannine thought in 17:3 (cf. Wisdom 15:3); see also 1 Jn 5:20.
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there is that which is good and beautiful in itself, and this can be apprehended
only by the nou'". There is thus a difference between the conceptual (noumenal)
world and the world of senses. Platōn gives as examples the Idea of the Good, the
Idea of the Beautiful, the Idea of the Just, etc. Here Platōn is searching for these
Ideas in their absolute purity. The Idea of pure Beauty and pure Love (e[rw") of
pure Beauty occupies two of his greatest dialogues, the Symposion and the Phaidros.
When pure Beauty manifests itself in the world of senses, it sets in motion an inclination of the soul, which is called e[rw". This is the philosophic eros, which yearns
for true Beauty, true Goodness, true Justice, etc.34 Here Beauty, Goodness, Justice,
etc. are eternal and unchangeable, and whatever is beautiful, good, and just in the
world of senses, is such only because it participates (mevqhxi") in the eternal Ideas,
but even then it is merely a pale reflection of the corresponding eternal Idea35.
These Ideas are the real beings (o[ntw" o[nta)36, being outside time and space,
beyond ‘becoming’ (to; givgnesqai) as well as beyond corruption.
It is against the above background that we must understand Platōn’s clear
distinction between soul and body. It is in comparison with the contemplation of the
Idea of the Good (= God), to which the soul alone through its Mind is admitted,
that the body and its concerns pale into insignificance. Platōn is no dualist in the
later Gnostic sense of the word, nor does he disparage the body37. He is merely aware
of its limitations and its subservience to the soul as the real self, the Ego of Man,
that which is the true Man, the eternal.
In addition to the individual soul, Platōn postulated also a World Soul,
constitutive of the universe38. The individual soul, the real personality in Man, is
eternal and hence immortal. It is closer to the Ideas39, to the divine, while the body
is akin to earthly and corruptible things.
The connection between this divine, eternal soul and the corruptible body
is effected through certain parts or functions of the soul. In the Politeia Platōn
divides the soul into three parts or functions: the ‘reasoning faculty’ (logistikovn)40, the ‘spirit [i.e. the driving force] or passion’ (qumoeidev")41, and ‘the seat

Platōn, Symposion, 201d-212 c; Phaidros, 237 d; Politeia, 499 c.
Platōn, Symposion, 211a-b.
36
Platōn, Laws, 963 d.
37
Cf. Guthrie, History of Greek Philosophy, IV, 330: “Some of the finest parts of the dialogue
give the impression not that he [Platōn] despised the body, but that, although the soul was the highest
principle and must maintain the lead, soul and body could work in harmony together”.
38
See esp. Timaios, 34b-36d and Guthrie’s comments in History of Greek Philosophy, V, 292-99.
39
See also Guthrie, History of Greek Philosophy, IV, 360 f.
40
Platōn, Politeia, 439 d.
41
Platōn, Politeia, 440 e; Diogenes Laertios III, 67.
34
35

42
Platōn, Politeia, 439 d; 475 b; Timaios, 70 d-e, and on all three Politeia, 550 b and 580 d.
Cf. also Aristotelēs, Nikomacheian Ethics 1102 b 30.
43
Platōn, Timaios, 30 a-b.
44
Platōn, Politeia, 440 e-441 a. Cf. also 580 d-581 e, and Timaios, 70 e, and Phaidros, 246 b-c.
45
Platōn, Phaidros, 246a-b.
46
Cf. Jn 12:24; 1 Cor 15:35-38.
47
Platōn, Phaidon, 70 c- 77 d. Cf. also 100b-107b, regarded by J. Burnet as a third argument, Plato’s Phaedo. Edited with Introduction and Notes, Oxford: Clarendon Press rp. 1967, 113 .
48
Platōn, Phaidon, 78 b-84 b.
49
Platōn, Politeia, 608 d-611 e.
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1. One of these arguments is that ‘becoming’ (givgnesqai) is the result of
the cyclical interactions of opposites: that which is strong arises out of that which
is weak, that which is big out of that which is small and vice versa. So, too, life leads
to death, and consequently what is alive must have arisen from what has died46.
The argument is strengthened by Platōn’s theory of the reminiscences of the soul
(cf. Menon, passim), which not having been learned experientially, imply the eternity of the soul47. Behind this lurks, to be sure, Platōn’s acceptance of transmigration.
2. The second argument is based on the analogy between Idea and Soul on
the one hand and thing and body on the other. There are two kinds of objects: the
Ideas, which are unchangeable and eternal, and sensed things, which are subject to
corruption. The soul is more akin to the Ideas than to the things, in fact, the freer
the soul is from the body and the senses, the better it can contemplate the Ideas.
Thus, the soul is akin to the eternal Ideas, while the body is akin to that which is
corruptible48.
3. In his Politeia Platōn offers a third argument: the indestructibility of the
soul. The idea here is that everything has its particular good and evil. The evil of
something (e.g. the sickness of a body) is that which wears it down and finally
destroys it. Now the soul’s evils are such things as injustice, ignorance, and incontinence. However, although these things are injurious to the soul, one cannot say
that they destroy it. The soul is indestructible. This proves that the soul is eternal49.
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of desires and affections’ (ejpiqumhtikovn)42. Of these only the reasoning faculty,
akin to Mind (nou'"), is eternal43. The other two functions, that mediate the relation to the body, are mortal44. In a metaphor, the soul is compared to a chariot,
whose charioteer is the nou'", while the other two functions correspond to the two
horses, pulling the chariot45.
The problem of the immortality of the soul figures in several of Platōn’s
dialogues, i.a. Apologia, Kriton, Gorgias and Phaidros. But nowhere is it presented
in a more reasoned way than in the Phaidon. Here Platōn attempts to formulate
certain arguments for it.

4. The fourth argument, found in the Phaidros, is based on the soul’s selfmovement (ajeikivnhton or to; aujto; kinou'n)50. Platōn connects the idea of ajeikivnhton with the idea of ajgevnhton (uncreated) and ajdiavfqoron (incorruptible).
Since life ends in a thing that stops moving, the body, too, is mortal. The soul,
however, is self-moving, giving movement to the body51, and as the originator of
motion, it is ajgevnhto" and a[fqarto", and hence immortal.
Perhaps the best way to concretize Platōn’s view of the immortality of the
soul is by presenting the final scene in the Phaidon. Sōkratēs has by now already
discussed at length the nature of the soul and put forth his ideas regarding the
immortality of the soul; he has spoken of the true heaven, the true light and the
true earth52, and then proceeded to describe the new earth, where people are free
from sickness and live very long lives53. And now, during the last moments of his
life, Sōkratēs is giving his final instructions to his disciples, when one of them,
Kriton, asks Sōkratēs how he wishes to be buried. In order not to spoil the piquancy
of the original wording, I give the passage in Platōn’s inimitable words:
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Kriton:
Sōkratēs:

50
51

qavptwmen dev se tivna trovpon_
{Opw" a[n, e[fh, bouvlhsqe, ejavnper ge lavbetev moi kai; mh; ejkfuvgw
uJma'". Gelavsa" de; a{ma hJsuch'/ kai; pro;" uJma'" ajpoblevya" ei\pen:
Ouj peivqw, w\ a[ndre", Krivtwna, wJ" ejgw; eijmi ou{to" Swkravth", oJ
nuni; dialegovmeno" kai; diatavttwn e{kaston tw'n legomevnwn, ajll j
oi[etaiv me ejkei'non ei\nai o}n o[yetai ojlivgon u{steron nekrovn, kai;
ejrwta/' dh; pw'" me; qavpth/. ejpeida;n pivw to; favrmakon, oujkevti uJmi'n
paramenw', ajll j oijchvsomai ajpiw;n eij" makavrwn dhv tina;" eujdaimonav", ajlla; qarrei'n te crh; kai; favnai toujmo;n sw'ma qavptein,
kai; qavptein ou{tw" o{pw" a[n soi; fivlon h\/ kai; mavllista hJgh/' novmimon ei\nai54.

Platōn, Phaidros, 245 c-246a.
Cf. Guthrie, History of Greek Philosophy, IV, 357: “Soul is by definition what gives life

to a body”.
Platōn, Phaidon, 109 e.
Platōn, Phaidon, 110 b-112 d.
54
Platōn, Phaidon, 115c-e: “Kriton: ‘But how shall we bury you?’ Sōkratēs: ‘In whatever,
way you wish’, he said, that is, ‘if you really succeed in catching me and I do not flee from you’. Then,
he smiled quietly, and, turning to us, he said: ‘My friends, I cannot convince Kriton that I am this
Sōkratēs here, who presently speaks and orders all my words, but he thinks that I will be the one
whom he is going to see dead in a short while, and he asks how he ought to bury me. … as soon as I
have drunk the poison, I will no longer abide with you, but I will go off far away to certain happy
regions of the blessed ones, …but you must be of good spirit and say that you bury my body, and bury
it as it seems loving to you and especially as you consider it to be in accordance with custom’” (my
tr. and my Italics).
52
53

These words summarize Sōkratēs’ convictions, or perhaps more correctly,
how Platōn viewed the soul’s continued existence after death. What Sōkratēs had
expressed in the Apologia as an eventuality, yea more, as an inner conviction and
earnest expectation, Platōn formulates as a rational argument. In the above quotation from the Phaidon, the poignancy of Platōn’s words is concentrated on Kriton’s
misconception: “how shall we bury you?”. This elicits from Sōkratēs the ironic
remark: “In whatever, way you wish, that is, if you really succeed in catching me and
I do not flee from you”. The distinction between soul and body here is absolute. As
soon as the poison, which Sōkratēs will ere long take, has had its effect, what will
remain before the disciples will be not Sōkratēs, but merely his body. Sōkratēs
himself (i.e. his soul, self, Egō or personality) will be far away, in the land of the
Blessed Ones. The rest of Sōkratēs’ speech is an explication of this remark to the
effect that the soul is immortal (hence they must take care of it, since their future
destiny depends on it), while the body is only temporary and mortal, and will give
place to a new existence.
With this brief presentation of Platōn’s teaching, I now turn to the Old
Testament and the Jewish material.

A.

THE OLD TESTAMENT DATA

To start with, the Hebrew Bible describes the creation of Man as taking
place at two stages and distinguishes between the two constitutive parts of Man,
i.e. the visible and the invisible parts. It is important to note that the visible part
of Man, the body, is created first and then the principle of life is given to it (Gen
2:7). The body is created as “dust” or “earth” (rp'[', LXX: cou'") — not merely from
dust, cf. 3:19 — and it is lifeless until God breathes into Man’s “nostrils” (wyP'a;B.,
LXX: provswpon, ‘face’) the breath of life (~yYIx; tm;v.nI, LXX: pnoh;n zwh'"). Man
becomes now a living being (hY"x; vp,n<l., LXX: eij" yuch;n zw'san) (Gen 2:7). This
is the first time in Genesis that vp,n< (LXX: yuchv) is used of Man, and it is used in
distinction to his body (the rp'[', LXX: cou'"). The surprising thing, however, is
that this expression has been used earlier of the fish, of all the sea animals and of
the birds (1:20-21), as well as of the land animals and the crawling creatures (1:24).
In fact, the entire creation is said to have within it this living soul (hY"x; vp,,n<, LXX:
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When it is claimed that Paul holds the Jewish view of anthropology — rather
than Platōn’s view — with its corollary, the resurrection of the body (rather than
the immortality of the soul), it is thereby taken for granted that there was such a
thing as the Jewish view of man or the Jewish view of the resurrection of the body.
As a matter of fact the Jewish sources indicate polyphony.
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yuch;n zwh'") (1:30)55. It is, thus, obvious that the term hY"x; vp,n<l. and its LXX
equivalent, eij" yuch;n zw'san, are not used as strict anthropological terms. The
Israelites were not concerned with analyzing philosophically the nature of Man.
They were content to distinguish functionally between the visible and the invisible
parts of Man56, relating the visible part to the earth and the invisible part to God,
who had given it, and to whom it would return at death (Gen 2:7; 3:19; Jb 27:3;
Ps 90:3; Ec 12:7 dependent on Gen 2:7; differently the pessimistic, questioning
view of 3:21).
In his important investigation Hans Cavallin says:
It is a well-known fact that belief in the resurrection of the dead appears only on
the fringe of the Hebrew Bible. Modern critics must join the denial of the
Sadducees. ‘The resurrection of the dead cannot be derived from the Torah’ …
with one or possibly two exceptions in the latest part of the Palestinian canon [i.e.

Cf. Platōn’s idea of hJ tou' kovsmou yuchv.
It is instructive to note the great variety of terms, which basically have another meaning,
but which are occasionally rendered with sw'ma in the LXX: 1. rf'B' (266x) flesh, skin, meat, body,
living flesh, transient, frail, mankind. In the LXX it is translated with sw'ma 21x; 2. wG: (3x) back (LXX:
] ); ; 3. wGE (10x) back (LXX: sw'ma
sw'ma 3x, e.g. 3 Ki 14:9: ejme; e[rriya" ojpivsw swvmatov" sou (`^W<g: yrexa
2x, e.g. Jb 20:25: dievlqoi de; dia; swvmato" aujtou' bevlo"); 4. hY"wGI > (c. 14x) body, corpse (LXX: sw'ma 9x,
e.g. Gen 47:18: oujc uJpoleivpetai hJmi'n ... ajll j h] to; i[dion sw'ma; 1 Ki 31:12: e[labon to; sw'ma Saou;l
kai; to; sw'ma jIwnavqan; Neh 9:26: ejpi; ta; swvmata hJmw'n ejxousiavsousi); 5. hp'WG (2x) corpse (LXX:
sw'ma 2x, e.g. 1 Chr 10:12: e[labon to; sw'ma Saou;l kai; to; sw'ma tw'n uiJw'n aujtou'); 6. ~v,G<, Aram.
Dan 7:11. The LXX translates 3x and Q 4x with sw'ma, e.g. Dan (LXX, Q) 3:27: oujc h{yato (Q: oujk
ejkuriveusen) to; pu'r tou' swvmato" aujtw'n; 7. lyIx; (245x) faculty, power, wealth, competent, brave man,
landowner, upper class, army (LXX: sw'ma 1x: Gen 34:29: pavnta ta; swvmata aujtw'n ... hjcmalwvteusan); 8. @j; (c. 40x) children, people (i.e. children and old persons) incapable of marching (LXX:
σῶμα 1x: Gen 47:12: ejsitomevtrei ... to;n si'ton kata; sw'ma); 9. hl'ben. (c. 30x) human corpse, carcass
(of animals) (LXX: sw'ma 9x, e.g. 3 Ki 13:22: ouj mh; eijsevlqh/ to; sw'ma sou eij" to;n tavfon); 10. vp,n<
(754x) throat, neck, breath (= a living being: c. 250x: soul (located in the blood), people (individual
person), personality (c. 220x); 11. vp,n>-lK' every person (c. 220x), life (c. 280x), soul (as center of emotions), dead soul (deceased person). The LXX translates it with sw'ma 1x: Gen 36:6: e[labe de; JHsau'
... pavnta ta; swvmata tou' oi[kou aujtou'; 12. rA[ (88x) skin (of a person), animal skin, leather (LXX:
sw'ma 1x: Jb 19:26: nasthvsei dev mou to; sw'ma (v.l.)); 13. rg<P, (22x) corpse (LXX: sw'ma 3x, e.g. 4
Ki 19:35: ijdou' pavnte" swvmata nekrav); 14. vaev. (c. 13x) body, flesh, flesh as food (LXX: sw'ma 2x,
e.g. Prov 5:11: hJnivka a]n katatribw'sin savrke" swvmatov" sou); 15. ~ytirv
> m' . those who minister (LXX:
oiJ peri; to; sw'ma 1x: 1 Chr 28:1: oiJ peri; to; sw'ma tou' basilevw"). (See Koehler-Baumgartner, The
Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Testament, 5 Vols. Brill, Leiden 1994-2000).
The above data shows that only such words were understood as equivalents to the Hellenic
sw'ma as referred to the physical body, dead or alive, and that the LXX, as the contexts show, does not
indicate that the inner or invisible part of Man was confused with the visible body. The word vp,n<, which
is the best-suited Heb. term for describing the principle of life, the living soul in Man, is translated
only once with ‘body’ and that in the sense of physical person or individual not ‘body’ per se.
55
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56

H. C. C. Cavallin, Life After Death, 23 f.
E.g. Gen 15:15; 35:29.
59
See Caragounis, Art. !Be (Ben), TDOTT, Vol. I, 671-77 and Art. tB; (Bath), TDOTT,
Vol. I, 779-81.
60
Ex 3:6 may be a case in point, see the Jewish-Christian interpretation of it in Mk 12:267 = Mt 22:32 = Lk 20:37-8. More instructive is 1 Sam 28:11-19, which speaks of a shadowy existence of the dead. See next note.
61
~yaip'r>h' ‘shadows’, ‘spirits of the dead’ Jb 26:5 (LXX: givgante"); Ps 88:10 (LXX:
nekroi'"); Isa 26:14 (LXX: ijatroiv); Pr 21:16 (LXX: gigavntwn). See also 1 Sam 28:13 (NIV: ‘spirits’;
MT: ~yhil{a/; LXX: qeouv"); Isa 26:14.
62
See e.g. Homēros, Odysseia, XI, 49, where the dead are described as nekuvwn ajmenhna;
kavrhna, “lifeless, powerless heads of the dead”, i.e. mere spirits or shadows. See also Hengel, Judaism
and Hellenism, I, 197 f.
63
Ps 16:9-10:
`xj;b,l' !Kov.yI yrIf'B.-@a; ...
57
58

`tx;v' tAar>li ^d>ysix] !Teti-al{ lAav.li yvip.n: bzO[]t;-al{ yKi

LXX: e[ti de; kai; hJ sa;rx mou kataskhnwvsei ejp j ejlpivdi, o{ti oujk ejgkataleivyei" th;n
yuchvn mou eij" a{/dhn oujde; dwvsei" to;n o{siovn sou ijdei'n diafqoravn may be understood of a hope
for resurrection.
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This estimate — shared by many — is perhaps a little less than generous.
In spite of difficulties about authenticity and date, it appears that there are more
than just two texts.
Owing to the Hebrew view of Man, according to which a person is alive as
long as the breath of God remains in the physical body, it was difficult to conceive
of existence when the two elements constituting Man were separated by death. This
had as corollaries the great emphasis on this life, i.e. length of days and happiness58,
and the aversion to death with all its negations, which characterized the Hebrew
viewpoint. It is in the light of this that the great store placed by children, especially
sons, is to be understood59. Continuation of life was somehow achieved by progeny.
Yet there are certain texts that imply that at least some of the dead had not been annihilated60, but lived like shadows or spirits61 in Sheol or the grave. There is hardly
any difference between this OT view of existence after death and the corresponding
early Hellenic view found in Homēros62.
But along with this gloomy view there are traces of a hope for a better
afterlife. Thus, a hope is expressed in Ps 16 (15):9-10 that the “flesh” may share in
the deliverance of the soul from the Sheol.63 The critical question in Jb 14:14 “If
a man dies, will he live again?” is answered by Job himself with “I know that my
Redeemer lives, and that in the end he will stand upon the earth. And after my skin
has been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God … with my own eyes — I and
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Dan 12:3 and Isa 26:19] … The decisive moment, when a clear assertion of an
eschatological resurrection of the individual from the dead appears, is the persecution of Antiochus IV Epiphanes57.

not another” (19:25-27)64. In spite of some difficulty in interpreting the details of
Hos 6:2, the wording suggests that perhaps the idea of resurrection was not totally
foreign to Israel in the eighth century. This finds an echo in later texts, as e.g. the
apocalypse of Isa 25:7-8: “On this mountain he will destroy the shroud that enfolds
all peoples, the sheet that covers all nations; he will swallow death for ever” and
26:19: “Your dead will live; their bodies will rise”65. The clearest text, however,
which also speaks of an eschatological resurrection, is Dan 12:2: “Multitudes who
sleep in the dust of the earth will awake (Wcyqiy," LXX: ajnasthvsontai, Q: ejxegerqhvsontai); some to everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt”.
There are thus within the Hebrew Canon a number of texts that echo the
idea of some sort of continuation of life after death. Nevertheless, even these texts
do not specifically develop the doctrine of resurrection in detail nor do they answer
the question of what is involved in this ‘reviving’ or ‘awakening’ or ‘rising’. It
might also be that even Jb 19:26-27, for all its naturalistic description, only gives
expression to the hope for a continued existence.
In the light of the above data the Sadducee position that the Torah did not
contain the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead66 becomes understandable, but
hardly the only viable interpretation of the OT evidence.
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B.

THE JEWISH POLYPHONY ON THE RESURRECTION

In view of the lack of a clearly defined belief in afterlife — especially in bodily resurrection — in the Hebrew Scriptures, it is no wonder that inter-testamental
Judaism exhibits the polymorphy it does. In Jewish literature down to Josephus we
can isolate five (six) positions.
I. Only Righteous Israelites will rise. Continuing the line struck by such OT
texts as Ps 16:10-11; 17:15; 49:15; 73:24-27; Jb 14:13-15; 19:26-27; Isa 25:8;

64

Job 19:25-27:

`~Wqy" rp'['-l[; !Arx]a;w> yx' ylia]GO yTi[.d;y" ynIa]w:
`H;Ala/ hz<x/a, yrIf'B.miW tazO-WpQ.nI yrIA[ rx;a;w>
`yqixeB. yt;yOl.ki WlK' rz"-al{w> War' yn:y[ew> yLi-hz<x/a, ynIa] rv,a]
The LXX has probably mistranslated the Hebrew, or, more probably follows another
Vorlage: oi\da ga;r o{ti oJ ajevnaov" ejstin oJ ejkluvein me mevllwn ejpi; gh'". ajnasthvsai to; devrma mou
to; ajnatlw'n tau'ta: para; ga;r kurivou tau'tav moi sunetelevsqh, a} ejgw; ejmautw'/ sunepivstamai, a}
oJ ojfqalmov" mou eJwvraken kai; oujn a[llo": pavnta dev moi suntetevlestai ejn kovlpw/.
65
See H. C. C. Cavallin’s discussion in Life After Death, 106 and p. 109 notes 22-24. See
also D. Kai>mavkh, JH ajnavstash tw'n nekrw'n sth;n Palaia' Diaqhvkh, Qessalonivkh 2001, 82-103
and 217-21.
66
Though Torah could certainly be applied to the entire OT, perhaps only the Pentateuch
was in view here. Cf. Mishnah: Sanhedrin 10:1, where the Sadducees are alluded to without being
named (~ytiMeh; tY;xiT. !yae rmeAah'). See also Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus
Talmud and Midrasch, Vol. I, 885 f.

26:19, a number of post-OT writings express the belief that the wicked will not rise.
In the earliest part of 1 Enoch the abode of the dead is divided into four compartments67: three dark in which dwell the spirits of the wicked, and one light, in which
dwell the righteous. Of the wicked it is said that they shall not “rise from thence”
(metegerqw'sin ejnteuvqen) (1 En 22:1-13).68 In the Similitudes it is again said of
the wicked “And they shall have no hope of rising from their beds, because they
do not extol the name of the Lord of the Spirits” (1 En 46:6). In which sense these
risings are to be conceived is not intimated. However, 1 En 51:1-2 perhaps has a
bodily resurrection in view — although no body rising is mentioned — when it says:

Here we may compare the four compartments, or cavernous rivers of Platōn’s
Underworld in the Phaidon, 112 e-114 c.
68
See Apocalypsis Henochi Graece, ed. M. Black, Leiden 1970.
69
Tr. E. Isaac, 1 (Ethiopic Apocalypse of ) Enoch, in J. H. Charlesworth, The Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha, 2 Vols., London 1983-85, Vol. I, 5-89.
70
Josephos, War II,163: yuchv te pa'san me;n a[fqarton, metabaivnein de; eij" e{teron
sw'ma th;n tw'n ajgaqw'n movnhn, ta;" de; tw'n fauvlwn ai>divw/ timwriva kolavzesqai. See also Josephos,
Antiquities XVIII, 14.
71
R. H. Charles, Book of Enoch (= 1 Enoch) in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old
Testament, 2 Vols., Oxford rp. 1969, Vol. 2, 163-281.
67
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In similar manner in Pss Sol 3:11-12 a resurrection to everlasting life is
referred to “those who fear the Lord”. In 13:11 a contrast is made between the life
of the righteous, which lasts for ever (hJ ga;r zwh; tw'n dikaivwn eij" to;n aijw'na) and
the damnation of the sinners, who will not be remembered any more. This contrast
is reiterated in 14:9-10, according to which the inheritance of the wicked is a{/dh"
kai; skovto" kai; ajpwvleia, while that of the Lord’s pious is zwh; ejn eujfrosuvnh.
This is confirmed by the contrast between the sinners and the righteous in ch. 15,
esp. verse 13: oiJ de; fobouvmenoi to;n Kuvrion ejlehqhvsontai ejn aujth/' ... kai; aJmartwloi; ajpolou'ntai eij" to;n aijw'na crovnon.
The position of the Pharisees, as presented by Josephos, is peculiar. While
they seem to hold the incorruptibility of all souls, it is only the souls of the righteous
that shall migrate into a new body; the souls of the wicked shall receive everlasting
punishment70.
II. All Israelites will rise. Taking their cue from Dan 12:2 a number of intertestamental texts hold the view that all Israelites, good and bad, will rise. This view
is found in three of the divisions of 1 Enoch: the Book of the Watchers (1-36), the
Book of the Similitudes (37-71) and the Book of Visions (83-90). It is not quite clear
whether 2 Mac 7:9-11 belongs here — as R.H. Charles placed it71 — or whether
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And in those days, Sheol will return all the deposits, which she has received, and
hell will give back all that which it owes. And he shall choose the righteous and holy
ones from among (the risen dead) for the day when they shall be selected and saved
has arrived69.

it holds only to a resurrection of martyrs, i.e. 1, above. 2 Bar 50-51:6, on the other
hand, quite clearly believes in a general resurrection of good and evil. The good
will be glorified by transformations, and the shape of their face will be changed
into the light of their beauty so that they may acquire and receive the undying
world which is promised to them …

and the evil ones
[will be changed] into the startling visions and horrible shapes … they will go
away to be tormented (51:3-6)72.
III. All mankind will rise. In similar language and imagery to that used in
1 En 51:1-2, but with definitely universal relevance (cf. “all nations”, 7:37), IV Ezra
speaks of the judgment that will come upon all nations:
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The earth will give up those asleep in it, the dust will [let go] those who repose in it,
and the storehouses will give up the souls entrusted to them … The pit of torment
will appear, and evil [ones] will sleep no more. And opposite it will be the place
of rest; … the paradise of joy … the world to come will bring joy to the few, but
torment to the many (IV Ez 7:32-47)73.

Probably a distinction is made between the “earth” and the “dust” on the
one hand, containing the righteous — as synonymous expressions in parallelism —
and the storehouses (= Sheol, cf. 1 En 22:2-4) on the other, which keep the souls
of the wicked. For the chapter goes on to explain the different lots of the wicked
and of the righteous respectively, while waiting in the storehouses for the Day of
Judgment (7:75-101). What is of interest, however, is that even this text does not
describe a resurrection of the physical body. It speaks only of the soul. Moreover, the
passage speaks of the body as a “crumbling vessel” (7:88) and as corruptible (7:96,
98) as well as of immortality74. The Test. XII Patr., Test Benj. 10: 6-8 following MS a75,
also gives expression to a doctrine of the resurrection of all mankind, but again, no
details of the state of the resurrected ones are given.

Tr. A. F. J. Klijn, 2 (Syriac Apocalypse of) Baruch, in J. H. Charlesworth, The Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha, Vol. I, 615-52.
73
J. M. Myers, I & II Esdras. A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB),
Garden City: Doubleday & Company 1974.
74
I.e. all of them ideas found in Platōn (see above) as well as in Paul, e.g. 2 Cor 4:7, 16-18.
75
The Hellenic MS c and the Hellenic recension b as well as the first Slavonic recension
(S1) contain a number of very obvious Christian interpolations, see Charles, in AP, II, 359, and the
more recent edition by M. de Jonge, Testamenta XII Patriarcharum, Leiden 1964, containing the
Hellenic text of Ms b (Cambridge MS Ff I. 24).
72

IV. A grossly literalistic view of resurrection. The Second Book of Macabbees
and the Fourth Book of the Sibylline Oracles offer us the most literalistic view of
bodily resurrection and at the same time the most consequential understanding of
resurrection. The problem of afterlife becomes especially acute by the thought of
losing one’s various members in martyrdom. How is such a person to enter the afterlife? Having witnessed the death under torture of his first brother, the second of
seven brothers dares the king by saying:

Su; mevn, ajlavstwr, tou' parovnto" hJma'" zh'n ajpoluvei", oJ de; tou' kovsmou basileu;" ajpoqanovnta" hJma'" uJpe;r tw'n aujtou' novmwn eij" aijwvnion ajnabivwsin zwh'"
hJma'" ajnasthvsei (2 Mac 7:9).

Then, the third brother, on being ordered to stick out his tongue to be cut
off, immediately complied with the request after making the point that
jEx oujranou' tau'ta kevkthmai kai; dia; tou;" aujtou' novmou" uJperorw' tau'ta kai;
par j aujtou' tau'ta pavlin ejlpivzw komivsasqai (2 Mac 7:11).

V. Denial of resurrection and belief in immortality. The above four positions
affirmed belief in some kind of resurrection, either for the righteous alone or for
everyone. In a different line of development, the lack of a clear teaching in the OT on
this issue together with impulses from Hellenic thought — which had been saturating Jewish thinking for some three centuries —, brought about a bifurcation of
two more positions: the denial of the resurrection of the body and the belief in the
immortality of the soul. These positions, though not logically exclusive of one another,
are, to some extent, viewed as opposed to one another.
a. Denial of the resurrection. The Hellenistically influenced Sadducees, taking
their point of departure from the Torah lack of an express reference to a resurrection

76
Tr. J. J. Collins, Sibylline Oracles, in Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha,
Vol. I, 317-486. See also H.C.O. Lanchester, The Sibylline Oracles, in R.H. Charles, AP, II, 368-406.
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When everything is already dust and ashes, and God puts to sleep the unspeakable
fire, even as he kindled it, God himself will again fashion the bones and ashes of
men and he will raise up mortals again as they were before76.
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There is an expectation of resurrection here that involved the reconstitution
of the physical body as it was, although the matter must not be pressed too much
in view of the exigencies of the case. At the prospect of losing the bodily members
one by one, it was not unnatural that a restoration of each member to the body
would be contemplated.
In a similar fashion in Sib Or IV, 179-82 it is said that:
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of the body, rejected the notion of resurrection altogether (Mk 12:18 = Mt 22:23
= Lk 20: 27; Acts 4:1-2; 23:8; 26:8). The NT statements about the Sadducees’
denial of the resurrection are borne out by the Mishnah, which lumps them together
with the atheistic Epikureans, e.g. Sanh 10:1: “And these are they who have no
share in the world to come — he that says there is no resurrection of the dead laid
down in the Law …and an Epikurean”77 and b Sanh 90b78. Josephos is even more
categorical in saying that Saddoukaivou" de; ta;" yuca;" o lovgo" sunafanivzei toi'"
swvmasi (Antiquities XVIII.1.4). On a number of occasions Sirach not merely stops
short of mentioning the resurrection, but it appears that he has no place for it in
his scheme of things. The sagacious or righteous man is said to live on through the
memory of his good name (37:26; 39:9). Thus, many rich persons have become as
though they had never existed (kai; ejgevnonto wJ" ouj gegonovte", 44:9), while of
the merciful ones it is said that ta; swvmata aujtw'n ejn eijrhvnh ejtavfh, kai; to;
o[noma aujtw'n zh/' eij" geneav" (44:14), but nothing of resurrection79.
b. Belief in the immortality of the soul. With the passage of time and the
effects of Hellenic influence on Jewish thought, this position becomes increasingly
rife. In particular, in works that evince Hellenic influence statements about the
resurrection of the body are scarce, if occurring at all, while the idea of immortality
and especially the immortality of the soul, come into focus. For example, irrespective of Hellenic influence, in Essene thought the idea of bodily resurrection is so
neglected that Hengel asks whether it is “still appropriate in their case”80. On the
other hand, their tenet of the immortality of the soul is emphasized by Josephos,
Antiquities, XVIII, 18: jEsshnoi'" de; ejpi; me;n Qew/' kataleivpein filei' ta; pavnta
oJ lovgo", ajqanativzousi de; ta;" yucav"81. Similar but more specific is Josephos’
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mSanhedrin 10:1:

sArAqyPia;w> ... Ãhr"ATh; !mi ~ytiMeh; tY;xiT. !yae rmeAah' ÃaB'h; ~l'A[l' ql,xe ~h,l' !yaev, WLaew>
Mishnayoth (ed. Ph. Blackman), 7 Vols., Gateshead: Judaica Press 1990.
78
See Sanhedrin (tr. H. Freedman, Sanhedrin, in I. Epstein (ed.) The Babylonian Talmud.
Seder Nezikin, London: The Soncino Press, Vol. III), p. 601-07.
79
See also Sirach 30:17 and 46:19.
80
HENGEL, Judaism and Hellenism I, 198.
81
In the Dead Sea Scrolls there occur, according to Hengel (Judaism and Hellenism, I, 199),
only two allusions to resurrection (see The Dead Sea Scrolls Vol. I, 1 Q1-4Q273, edited and translated
by F. G. Martinez, Leiden: Brill 1997: Col. XIV (Sukenik Col. VI), 29 f., 34 and Col. XIX (SukenikCol. XI),
10-14), but the idea of an after-life is well documented (see e.g. 1QH XX,15 ([~]lw[ rwal (“eternal
light”)); 1QS II,4 ~ymlw[ ~wlXl (“eternal peace”)); III, 7 (~yyxh rwab (“light of life”)); IV, 7-8
dwkb lylkw xcn yyxb ~ymlw[ txmXw d[ twkrb lwk ~[ [rz twrpw ~ymy $rwba ~wlX bwrw (“plentiful
peace in a long life, fruitful offspring with all everlasting blessings, eternal enjoyment with endless life,
and a crown of glory”); IV, 22-6 (~ymlw[ twrbl (“eternal covenant”)); IV, 23 (~da dwbk lwk ~hlw
(“to them shall belong all the glory of Adam”)); 1QM XVII, 6 (~ymlw[ rwab (“in everlasting light”));
CD III, 20: xcn yyxl (“eternal life”)); ibid.: ~xl ~da dwkb lkw (“all the glory of Adam is for them”)).

evaluation in his War, II, 154-57: fqarta; me;n ei\nai ta; swvmata kai; th;n u{lhn ouj
movnimon aujtw'n, ta;" de; yuca;" ajqanavtou" ajei; diamevnein. Wisdom 2:3 states
that God created man incorruptible and as an image of his own eternity82. At Wisdom
6:18f. it is laid down that prosoch; novmwn bebaivwsi" ajfqarsiva". ajfqarsiva de;
ejggu;" ei\nai poiei' Qeou'83. In fact Wisdom goes so far as to deprecate the body and
its influence on the life of the soul: fqarto;n ga;r sw'ma baruvnei yuch;n, kai; brivqei
to; gew'de" skh'no" nou'n polufrontivda (9:15). The Jewish propagandist tractate,
4 Maccabees, combines Hellenic belief in the immortality of the soul with Jewish
martyr piety, e.g.: ajlla; pavnte" w{sper ejp j ajqanasiva" oJdo;n trevconte" ejpi; to;n
dia; tw'n basavnwn qavnaton e[speudon ... wJ" uJpo; yuch'" ajqanavtou th'" eujsebeiva"
pro;" to;n uJpevr aujth'" sunefwvnhsan qavnaton (14:5f.)84. Josephos himself, who
distinguishes between soul and body85, has the Zealot leader Eleazar address to his
faint-hearted companions in the fortress of Masada an impassioned harangue on
the immortality of the soul to prevail on them to submit to his scheme of suicide.
Echoing the initial phrasing of the Platōnic Sōkratēs’ speech to Kriton and his
friends in the Pheadon, Josephos has Eleazar give vent to a flight of philosophical
oratory about the supreme value of the soul and its superiority over the body. The
body is mortal while the soul is immortal and divine. This divine element, the soul,
cannot be properly associated with its mortal prison, the body, which drags it down;
hence death is that which sets the soul free to fly to its own pure abode86.

The above evidence from the OT and Jewish materials leads to the following
positions:

82
Wisdom 2:23: oJ Qeo;" e[ktisen to;n a[nqrwpon ejp j ajfqarsiva/ kai; eijkovna th'" ijdiva"
aji>diovthto" ejpoivhsen aujtovn.
83
See also Wisdom 3:1-4; 4:7; 5:15, and 8:19-20.
84
See also 4 Mac 16: eij" ajqanasivan ajnativktousa.
85
Josephos, War III, 362: tiv ta; fivltata diastasivazomen, sw'ma kai; yuchvn...
86
Cf. e.g. Josephos, War VII, 343-48: o{ti sumfora; to; zh'n ejstin ajnqrwvpoi", oujci
qanato". ou|to" me;n ga;r ejleuqerivan didou;" yucai'" eij" to;n oijkei'on kai; kaqaro;n ajfivhsi tovpon
ajpallavssesqai ... e{w" de; eijsin ejn swvmati qnhtw/' dedemevnai kai; tw'n touvtou kakw'n sunanapivmplantai, tajlhqevstaton eijpei'n, teqnhvkasi: koinwniva ga;r qeivw/ pro;" qnhto;n ajpreth;" ejsti
... ouj mh;n ajll j ejpeida;n ajpoluqei'sa tou' kaqevlkonto" aujth;n bavrou" ejpi; gh'n kai;
proskremamevnou cw'ron ajpolavbh/ to;n oijkei'on, tovte dh; makariva" ijscuvo" kai; pantacovqen
ajkwluvtou metevcei dunavmew", ajovrato" mevnousa toi'" ajnqrwpivnoi" o[mmasin w{sper aujto;" oJ
Qeov": oujde; ga;pr e{w" ejstin ejn swvmati qewrei'tai: provseisi ga>;r ajfanw'" kai; mh; blepomevnh
pavlin ajpallavttetai, mivan me;n aujth; fuvsin e[cousa th;n a[fqarton, aijtiva de; swvmati ginomevnh
metabolh'". o{tou ga;r a]n yuch; prosyauvsh/, tou'to zh/' kai; tevqhlen, o{tou d j a]n ajpallagh/',
maranqe;n ajpoqnhvskei: tosou'ton aujth/' perivestin ajqanasiva". The idea of the immortality of the
soul is recurrent in Josephos, e.g. Antiquities XII, 282; XVII, 354; War I, 58; II, 151; VI, 46.
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I. The Hebrew-Jewish perception of the nature of Man (anthropology) was
that Man consisted of a physical part, the body, made from the dust of the ground,
and of a non-physical part, the soul, given him by God. Death meant the separation
of these two parts, when each of them was to return to its source87. Owing to the
peculiarities of each, it was natural for the body to be thought of as destructible and
the soul as indestructible.
II. There are some timid hopes or expectations in earlier writings that the
soul survives death, while in later writings this idea assumes clearer contours.
III. In particular, in Jewish thought, the unresolved questions of the relation
between body and soul give expression to a variety of interpretations. On the one
hand there are the various positions on the idea of a resurrection (whether of the
righteous Israelites, all Israelites, or all mankind) in order to stand judgment or receive
reward, while on the other hand, attention is concentrated on the indestructibility of
the soul. This last tenet had already a basis in genuinely Hebrew-Jewish ontology, but
had received strong influences as well as a theoretical basis from the impact of Hellenic
philosophy on Jewish thought. Only one of the above Jewish views of resurrection
made express mention of the reconstitution of the body.
IV. The net result, however, is, that it is not possible to speak with Bultmann
and other more recent scholars of a Hebrew-Jewish anthropology, according to which
Man is abody, and to place it in contradistinction to the Hellenic anthropology,
according to which Man has a body. Such a distinction is too naive and at odds with
the Jewish evidence. As we have seen, there was progress and change and polyphony
in Jewish thinking. For example, the Sadducees rejected while the Pharisees accepted
the resurrection, though Paul the Pharisee obviously did not share the literalistic view
of resurrection inculcated by 2 Mac 7:11 and Sib Or IV, 179-82. Jewish thinking
about resurrection in the first century A.D. was saturated by Hellenic thought, and
it is difficult to disentangle the one from the other.

4. PAUL’S VIEW OF THE RESURRECTION
Our inquiry into Jewish anthropology showed that it is not possible to speak
of the Jewish view of Man. The Jewish sources indicate that there were several
competing views, among which also the view, that the body was mortal whereas the
soul was immortal. Many Jews, under obvious Hellenic influence, not only made
a clear distinction between soul and body, but, even came to regard the body as
temporary, inferior to, and even a burden on the soul, cf. Wisdom 9:15: fqarto;n
ga;r sw'ma baruvnei yuchvn, kai; brivqei to; gew'de" skh'no" nou'n polifrontivda.
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Cf. Eccl 12:7; Ps 146:4.

The emphasized words ejpivgeio" oijkiva tou' skhvnou", skhvnei, and qnhto;n
are descriptions of the earthly body. Here, firstly, the body is called a oijkiva and a
skh'no", i.e. descriptions which are hardly suitable for denoting the person, the

88
Space does not allow inquiring into Hellenistic representations of Platōn’s teaching. Nor
is it claimed here that Paul, actually, had read Platōn. Platōn’s teaching was, however, widely known.
And the similarity of views — if similarity it is — is striking.
89
It occurs only 13 times, with variable reference.
90
This text has been at the center of discussion over the vexed question of the interim state
— a problem that is not in focus in this study. This explains why commentators have not treated the text
for its anthropological evidence, e.g. R. P. Martin, 2 Corinthians (WBC), Waco, Texas 1986, 95-116.
Platōnic connections are so eschewed that although Martin, 2 Corinthians, 100, admits “a Hellenic
‘tinge’ to Paul’s teaching in 5:2-4”, he thinks “we possibly press Paul too much to account for his view
of man in dualistic terms” (101). Margaret Thrall, Second Epistle to the Corinthians (ICC), Edinburgh
1994, I, 356-400, does not show the same fear of Platōnic teaching. In fact she inclines to the
Hellenic understanding of the “material body as the dwelling-place of the soul” (p. 360-61).
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Oi[damen ga;r o{ti eja;n hJ ejpivgeio" hJmw'n oijkiva tou' skhvnou" kataluqh'/, oijkodomh;n ejk Qeou' e[comen, oijkivan ajceiropoivhton aijwvnion ejn toi'" oujranoi'". kai;
ga;r ejn tou'to stenavzomen to; oijkhthvrion hJmw'n to; ejx oujranou' ejpenduvsasqai
ejpipoqou'nte", ei[ ge kai; ejndusavmenoi ouj gumnoi; euJreqhsovmeqa. kai; ga;r oiJ
o[nte" ejn tw'/ skhvnei stenavzomen barouvmenoi, ejf j w|/ ouj qevlomen ejkduvsasqai
ajll j ejpenduvsasqai, i{na katapoqh/' to; qnhto;n uJpo; th'" zwh'"90.
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Platōn had never used stronger words than these! While Josephos puts into the
Massada hero Eleazar’s mouth an exposé on the superiority of the soul over the
body, that is simply a reflection of the Platōnic Sōkratēs’ words.
In the face of such facts, the so-called “Jewish view of Man” or “JewishChristian view of Man” is rather to be regarded as a myth, while the claim, that Paul
could not possibly have been influenced by e.g. Platōnic teaching is motivated
dogmatically without due examination of the evidence88.
In what follows I intend to present Paul’s various statements bearing on
the question of the resurrection of the dead. On the basis of this evidence I shall
try to suggest a plausible interpretation of Paul’s understanding of the resurrection.
To begin with, Paul nowhere offers a systematic teaching on anthropology,
and the term yuchv is infrequent in his writings89. His view of the body-soul relation
becomes, nevertheless, clear from the way in which he views the body and speaks
of the self.
On several occasions Paul speaks of the body as mortal. Thus, sin is not to
reign ejn tw'/ qnhtw'/ uJmw'n swvmati (Rom 6:12); while the life of Jesus is to be manifested ejn th'/ qnhth' uJmw'n sarkiv (2 Cor 4:11). At the same time there is something
in Man that survives death. That ‘something’ is usually expressed by a word referring
to the self, the I. The distinction comes out clearly in 2 Cor 5:1-4 (-10):
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self, the Ego. But they are excellent descriptions if referred to, shall we say, a shell
or a container. Moreover, it is said that this house or tabernacle will be demolished,
i.e. it will cease to exist. This demolition of the body, however, does not imply the
destruction of the personality, the self or the Ego; that survives death. It is, moreover,
said, that the earthly body will be replaced by a oijkodomh;n ejk Qeou', a oijkivan ajceiropoivhton 91, which is eternal and heavenly92. It is not without significance that the
relation of the self to the body (whether earthly or heavenly) is described pace Bultmann
by “we have” (e[comen), not ‘we are’! There is, thus, a clear distinction between we or
us on the one hand and our body that we have on the other! Moreover, the earthly
body is something that “we take off” (ejkduvsasqai) and the new, heavenly body is
something that “we put on” (ejpenduvsasqai). In other words, the verbs used here are
exactly those verbs that would be used to describe the ordinary activity of changing
clothes93. This is, again, hardly an appropriate description of personality. Similarly,
the further details: eujdokou'men ma'llon ejkdhmh'sai ejk tou' swvmato" kai; ejndhmh'sai pro;" to;n Kuvrion underscores the distinction between we or us and our body94.
Finally, the same is true of komivshtai e{kasto" ta; dia; tou' swvmato" pro;" a}
e[praxen (vs. 10), where one receives reward or punishment for what one has done
through his body. All these details amply show that for Paul the body is something
that Man has rather than that Man is. But if Man is not his body, there must be
something else that he is.
In 1 Cor 13:3 there is a distinction between the I in “I deliver up” and the
body that I deliver up “to be burned”95. In other words, the body is the object of the
action I perform. As for 1 Cor 7:4, surely the emotional or psychological element
in the relation between husband and wife is not so much in view as is the physical

Thrall, Second Corinthians, I, 363-67, discusses nine different interpretations of oijkodomh;n
ejk Qeou'. She chooses, rightly to my mind, the first one, that of “the individual resurrection body”.
92
R. P. Martin, 2 Corinthians, 97, says that Paul “speaks of putting (ejpenduvsasqai) the
heavenly body over (ital. mine) the earthly tent (5:2)” (similarly p. 99, but differently on p. 102-03)!
But surely 5:1 makes it clear that the earthly tent is demolished before the heavenly body is put on!
93
This should not be misunderstood as implying that the body, according to Paul, is not
more closely involved with the psychic or spiritual or mental life of the individual than the clothes
one wears. Surely Paul would recognize the psychosomatic relationship. It is all too obvious that what
happens to the body influences the psychic or mental life of the individual and vice versa. But here
the question is whether the union of body with soul of necessity implies the equal sharing of both in
the personality, the Ego or self of the individual. Paul would answer No! This explains why the body
does not survive death.
94
In spite of her not dwelling on the distinction between the we and our body, Thrall’s argumentation has the same tenor, Second Corinthians, I, 390ff.
95
A. C. Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000,
1042 f., follows the alternative reading, but, in spite of his reference to my study, his discussion shows
unacquaintance with the conclusive evidence I have presented in it (see n. 9). This makes his argument obsolete.
91

element, the concrete body. Here, too, the distinction between the personalities of the
partners (as decision-makers) and their own body, over which they have no power as
well as the partner’s body, over which they do have power, is clearly maintained96.
Thus, in this text, too, the body is clearly distinguished from the self or the I.
Another way by which Paul refers to the personality of Man is the
expression oJ e[sw a[nqrwpo". Accordingly, in 2 Cor 4:16 the distinction between the
body and the self is made by designating the former oJ e[xw a[nqrwpo" and the latter
oJ e[sw a[nqrwpo"97. Consequently, while the physical body is “being worn out”
(diafqeivretai, cf. fqartovn, fqorav, said of the body), the inner man, the self, the
person that has been created in God’s image “is being renewed” (ajnakainou'tai).
In the same chapter (4:7) Paul compares the body to an “earthen vessel” containing
a treasure: e[comen de; to;n qhsauro;n tou'ton ejn ojstrakivnoi" skeuvesin.
In Rom 7:22 Paul writes:

96
See my discussion of this text in Caragounis, “‘Fornication’ and ‘Concession’? Interpreting
1 Cor 7, 1-7” in R. Bieringer, The Corinthian Correspondence, (BETL 125), Leuven 1996, 543-59.
97
For implausible alternative interpretations and some of the objections that can be brought
against them, see Thrall, Second Corinthians, I, 348-51, who sensibly subscribes to the ‘dualistic’ interpretation, argued for here.
98
On interpretations of this passage, see C. E. B. Cranfield, Romans, (ICC), Edinburgh 1977,
I, 366 and especially for ancient evidence J. Jeremias, Art. a[nqrwpo" etc. in TDNT, I, 364-67. Dunn
denies any reference to a dualistic understanding of man both here and at 2 Cor 4:16 read in the light
of 2 Cor 4:7-5:5 (Romans, I, 394). The latter of these — as shown above — cannot possibly leave
any doubt as to Paul’s dualism.
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In this sentence we have on the one hand the I (in “I delight”) and the e[sw
a[nqrwpon, both of which refer to the self, and on the other hand mevlesivn mou,
which refers to the body 98. Of course, Paul was aware that mevlesivn mou could only
have metonymic significance, and that sin did not reside in the physical members of
the body as such. But in as much as sin is perpetrated through the physical members
of the body, the various bodily members through metonymy came to be associated
especially with various types of sin. Moreover, Paul speaks of two laws that are operative: the novmo" tou' noov" and the novmo" th'" aJmartiva" ejn toi'" mevlesivn mou.
The contradistinction of nou'" and [aJmartiva" ejn toi'"] mevlesivn mou, in effect a
distinction between the inner self and the external body, calls to mind the
distinction Platōn draws between nou'" and sw'ma. Just as the philosopher is to be
guided by his nou'" —the highest function of the Platōnic soul — in order not to
give in to temptation and to the unruliness of the body’s demands, so, too, the
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sunhvdomai ga;r tw'/ novmw/ tou' Qeou' katav to;n e[sw a[nqrwpon, blevpw de; e{teron
novmon ejn toi'" mevlesivn mou ajntistrateuovmenon tw'/ novmw/ tou' noov" mou kai;
aijcmalwtivzontav me ejn tw'/ novmw/ th'" aJmartiva" tw'/ o[nti ejn toi'" mevlesivn mou.
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spiritual man, according to Paul, is to see to it that his nou'" has full control over
the body and its desires. Paul’s position on this seems to be comparable to Platōn’s.
Perhaps a perusal of Platōn’s distinctions in this area might be of some help in elucidating Paul’s concepts.
1 Cor 15:12-19 is usually taken as an insistence on the part of Paul for the
resurrection of the body99. Yet, in these verses Paul says nothing of any reconstitution of the body. If Paul argues — as it appears — against Hellenic detractors of
resurrection, probably under Epicurean influence, with an eventual emphasis on the
impossibility of life after death100, this would not necessarily involve as corollary the
resurrection or reconstitution of the body.
Moreover, if 1 Cor 15:12-19 were actually a plea for the reconstitution of the
physical body, it would stand in conflict with the many statements of Paul, discussed
above, to the effect that the body is distinguished from the self? And it would
certainly stand in conflict with what he says below. One might, of course, counter:
Why, in that case, does Paul speak of resurrection instead of the immortality of the
soul? The answer to this question might be along the following lines? (a) Paul as a
one-time Pharisee had been reared to think in terms of resurrection. (b) In spite of
the fact that Judaism at this time held many different views on the matter, the
resurrection of the body was one of these views (apud 2 Mac 7:9-11 and Sib Or IV,
179-82). (c) It should not be forgotten that Homēros was still the main textbook
in Hellenic paideia. Might not, then, an eventual teaching on the part of Paul,
centered on the indestructibility and immortality of the soul, easily evoke associations
with Homēros’ description of the mirthless existence of the shadows in the underworld? And even if it were connected with Sōkratēs’ and Platōn’s more advanced,
ethical teaching, it must not escape us that Hellenic philosophy, particularly such
idealistic and abstract reasoning as meets us in Platōn’s works, was often above the
head of the ordinary Hellēn. (d) The ethereal Hellenic view of the immortality of
the soul was less concrete as a promise of future life to be claimed by a new religious
teaching that sought to win the masses than the naturalistic and more palpable
teaching that held out a promise for resurrection? (e) Finally and most importantly,
the resurrection of Jesus was the great paradigm101.

1 Cor 15 has engendered a voluminous discussion not only by way of monographs, but also
in commentaries; e.g. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT), Grand Rapids: Eerdmans
1987, devotes to it no less than 96 pages, while in Thiselton, First Corinthians, it receives 144 pages.
My more limited interest, however, focuses on the anthropological issue.
100
See the discussions by C. K. Barrett, First Corinthians, 347-50; G. D. Fee, First Corinthians,
740-45, and especially Thiselton, First Corinthians, 1272-78.
101
However, this may not be misused. Jesus is paradigmatic in the fact of resurrection. But note,
the new body he acquired was spiritual, since he had absolute freedom in appearing and vanishing. If he
was recognized, that was imperative in his case, although he was recognized by his actions (Lk 24:30-31;
Jn 21:7) not by his appearance!
99

Cf. e.g. Rom 5:12-21; 6:1-3; Eph 2:1-5.
Cf. C. C. Caragounis, “Romans 5.15-16 in the Context of 5.12-21: Contrast or
Comparison?” NTS 31 (1985), 142-48.
104
Thiselton, First Corinthians, 1261-62, follows Weiss, Lang and Fee, who take pw'" to
mean “how is it possible?” From the Hellenic point of view, it makes perfect sense to understand pw'"
as pw'" = “how?” Cf. also BDAG, s.v.
105
Cf. Barrett, First Corinthians, 370: “Paul …is using the figure…to bring out …the fact
of transformation through death and revivification” and Thiselton, First Corinthians, 1264, “[it]
underlines the logical and contingent condition of discontinuity in order to allow for a meaningful
and conceivable continuity”.
102
103
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For all these reasons, therefore, the approach of resurrection rather than that
of the immortality of the soul would seem to be the best prospect to set forth before
those who were expected to espouse the new religion.
The far more important thing, however, is how Paul regards the resurrection.
1 Cor 15:20-28 gives the raison d’ être of the resurrection. Now although there is the
inevitable Hebrew-Jewish connection of physical death with spiritual death — since
the one is understood to be a consequence of the other — Paul has in mind primarily the spiritual death that was caused by Adam’s sin. In Biblical theology death is
in the first place a spiritual experience that cuts off the creature from its life-giving
Creator102. The text is concerned to emphasize the analogous ways in which humanity are affected by Adam and by Christ, respectively103. The first brings death, while
the second brings life. Since the Jew thought in concrete terms, and physical death
was understood to presuppose spiritual death, could we not say that resurrection here
seems to stand for the continuation of the life forfeited on account of sin?
This understanding seems to receive added support in the next section,
15:35-49. The opponent’s double question “How do the dead arise, and with what
body do they appear?”104 makes it incumbent on Paul to explain how he understands
the resurrection. Paul’s answer is “what you sow, does not become alive, unless it first
dies”. It might be thought that this is to emphasize the temporal order, i.e. that death
precedes resurrection. However, more than this, it indicates the clean break between
the old and the new life105. This thought is reinforced by the next sentence, which
takes us one step further: “when you sow, you do not sow the body that will be, but
just a seed …But God gives it a body in accordance with his will”. Conceptually
and etymologically ajnavstasi" (<ajnivsthmi) as well as the verb ejgeivrw imply that
someone or something that is lying down or has fallen down (e.g. as a lifeless corpse)
is raised up, or made to stand up; in other words, someone is made alive again.
Resurrection presupposes that the same person, the identical individual or entity that
has fallen down (because of death) is made to stand up again in the form in which he
had existed before. Here, however, we find that Paul means something quite different.
What falls to the ground is quite different from what will rise up. The physical body,
that is, the “naked seed” (gumnov" kovkko") is quite different from the “body that
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will be” (to; sw'ma to; genhsovmenon), the heavenly spiritual body106. Thus, if the
physical body had been regarded as an essential part of the human personality, it
could not be exchanged for another, heavenly or spiritual body (speivretai sw'ma
yucikovn, ejgeivretai sw'ma pneumatikovn, 1 Cor 15:44)107. The implications of such
a view of resurrection as we find here make it impossible to see it as in any way
related to the literalistic view of 2 Maccabees and the Sibylline Oracles, which was
the most characteristic and most consequential Jewish view from the Hellenic standpoint, and according to which, every member of the body would be created afresh.
For example, Paul, like the evangelists (Mt 22:30 = Mk 12:25 = Lk 20:35), has no
place for genitals in the new spiritual body, and he declares explicitly that sa;rx
kai; ai|ma basileivan Qeou' klhronomhvsai ouj duvnantai (15:50). It is simply the
case that there is no resurrection for the physical body!
It is an indisputable fact that Paul nowhere argues for the resurrection of
the body (ajnavstasi" tou' swvmato"). He argues for the resurrection of the dead
(ajnavstasi" nekrw'n) but that is another matter, altogether. The ajnavstasi"
nekrw'n refers to the ‘rising’ of the human person, the self, the individual that died,
not to his body. And when his imaginary interlocutor raises the objection “in what
body do the dead come?” (poivw/ de; swvmati e[rcontai;), Paul calls him “Fool!”
(a[frwn) and goes on to explain that the resurrection of the dead has nothing to do
with the physical body that died. “It is raised a spiritual body” (ejgeivretai sw'ma
pneumatikovn), which will take the place of the physical body.
Now, if the earthly body, like the seed, must die and be dissolved before the
new life appears, i.e. the new, heavenly, spiritual body ([sw'ma] ejpouravnion, sw'ma
pneumatikovn) in distinction to the physical body (sw'ma yucikovn), then it can no
longer be a question of the resurrection of the earthly body! And if it cannot be a
question of the resurrection of the earthly body, it would seem that it cannot either

Unfortunately, commentators in general, focusing on Paul’s supposedly Jewish view of the
resurrection of the body, have failed to take account of the anthropological issue, and to appreciate the
important fact that according to our text, the body of flesh that lived and died is not said to arise
again, e.g. Barrett, Fee, and Thiselton ad loc.
107
Thus, it is simply not correct to say with Fee, First Corinthians, 776, that “the point of
continuity lay with the body; therefore there must be a resurrection of the body”. Not should the
resurrection of Jesus be seen as a model. That was untypical and unique (e.g. it was imperative that
he was recognized). Should it be taken paradigmatically, it would lead to all sorts of absurdities: e.g.
the resurrected believers will be some short, others tall; some fair, others dark; some beautiful, others
ugly, deformed, disfigured, maimed and the like. As Paul understands it, the resurrection body is
something entirely different from the earthly body and cannot share in the latter’s appearance or
characteristics. I recall once in Cambridge listening to a kind of light-hearted discussion of some NT
scholars, who were wondering how those who had died at sea and been eaten by fish and become
one with them, be reconstituted to full human beings, since it would be difficult to distinguish the
human from the fish parts. According to Paul’s understanding of the resurrection, no such contingencies arise.
106

Does it not appear from all this that Paul has given up the so-called Jewish
doctrine of the resurrection of the body; that he has spiritualized the concept of
resurrection; that he uses it in order to underline the idea of continuity between

108
The postulation by Paul of a “spiritual body”, taken literally, might perhaps raise the
question: If the resurrected body is spiritual, not merely of heavenly ‘matter’ in contradistinction to
earthly matter, wherein does the difference from Man’s real self, his nefesh or his spirit lie? And why
does the glorified believer, i.e. the real Man, the Self who is now spiritual and heavenly and has entered
the kingdom of God, need to be clothed by another spiritual element, a “spiritual body”? How literally
should Paul’s language about this spiritual, heavenly body be taken? Thiselton’s discussion, “The Nature
of the Resurrection Body (15:44”, in his First Corinthians, 1276-81, has left me unconvinced; therefore,
my questions remain.
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be a question of resurrection at all in the proper sense of the word — that is, that the
same earthly body that died is raised up again as it was — nor can resurrection be
predicated of the heavenly, spiritual body, in as much as it never died!
It appears, then, that for Paul the death of the physical body is the precondition for the rising of the spiritual body. This is the function of the “seed” as Paul
uses it. The idea of resurrection is Paul’s concrete way of underlining the continuation, that is, that the same individual who died will be ‘raised’ to a new life, that
is, continue to live, though under different conditions. Resurrection thus seems to
be a Jewish concept that Paul utilizes to describe the continuity of personality, its
continued existence after the grave — a conception that Platōn expressed through
his tenet of the immortality of the soul.
Here Paul seems to have left behind him the Jewish view of resurrection, in
the sense of the reconstitution of the earthly body. His expressions regarding resurrection
are such that we may duly wonder whether there is anything to connect it with its
classical understanding in part of Judaism. If, then, I may be so bold as to ask, Paul
has so transformed the idea of resurrection as to deny all that is constitutive of the
Jewish idea of the resurrection of the body, can he really still be said to adhere to
the Jewish doctrine of the resurrection in opposition to the Hellenic view of the
immortality of the soul = self? When is the line crossed, which definitely places
Paul in the other camp? But if Paul has so transformed the concept of resurrection
as to thereby designate the new, heavenly, spiritual existence of the believer following
the loss of his earthly body, the question becomes, how far away is he really from
Sōkratēs’ and Platōn’s view of the immortality of the soul and the mortality of the body?
Paul agrees with Platōn that the earthly body is mortal, whereas Man, the real self,
is immortal. Platōn calls the latter yuchv. Paul does not explicitly use that term for
it, though it may be assumed from his circumlocutions. The terminology is inconsequential108.

the earthly life and the heavenly; and that in all this transformation his bottom line
is the dissolution of the earthly body and the immortality of the soul (or of the
individual)? If this is correct, is Paul’s position really that different from Platōn’s
own position?
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5. ERGEBNISSE
1. Many scholars use the Homēric view of Man and after-life when they
contrast the Hellenic view of Man and his post-mortem existence with the so-called
Jewish views of Man and resurrection, which they espouse. Without considering
the context and the particular angle, they use the Orphic tenet of the body as the
prison of the soul in an absolute and generalized way.
2. Moreover, they are oblivious of the fact that with the advent of philosophy (e.g. Sōkratēs, Platōn) there was a radical transformationin how Hellēnes
looked on Man and life after death.
3. Platon taught the immortality of the soul and the mortality of the body,
and held a view of after-life for the righteous that was superior to the earthly life.
4. The Old Testament material on the question of resurrection is too scant
to give any adequate picture of how it was imagined.
5. There was no (unified) Jewish view of resurrection. Instead, there were
some five-six competing views: (a) of the righteous (e.g. 1 Enoch, Pss Sol., the
Pharisees); (b) of all Israel (e.g. 1 Enoch, 2 Baruch); (c) of all mankind (IV Ezra,
Test of XII Patr.); (d) of the reconstitution of the human body (e.g. 2 Mac, Sib Or.);
(e) a denial of resurrection (e.g. the Sadducees); and (f ) belief in the immortality
of the soul, instead (Essenes, Josephos). We cannot, therefore, speak of “the Jewish
view of Man” or of “the Jewish view of the resurrection of the body”.
6. Paul agrees with Platōn that Man has an immortal self or soul and a
mortal body.
7. Paul distinguishes clearly between the self, the I, or personality and one’s
body like Platōn did.
8. Paul argues for the resurrection of the dead, but not for the resurrection
of the physical body. In fact this is nowhere propounded in the New Testament.
9. What will rise, according to Paul, will be a spiritual body.
10. Since Paul does not subscribe to the reconstitution of the physical body,
held by some Jews, the question arises whether he speaks of resurrection proper at
all. For him, the physical body is a “seed” which gives rise to the spiritual body of
the believer. Since the physical body does not rise and the spiritual body never
died, the life that will be can hardly be called the result of resurrection. Rather, the
thread of continuation between the past and the future life is the immortal soul.
11. Why, then, does he use the term resurrection? Briefly, first, as a Pharisee,
he was used to thinking in such terms. Second, the term resurrection made more
palpable the idea of eternal life, rather than the term immortality (which he also
uses!). And third, Jesus’ resurrection provided the catalytic incentive.
12. Finally, to be sure Paul uses the term resurrection, but his whole discussion
in 1 Cor 15 is an attempt to explain that he understands it very differently from

the so-called Jewish position. It appears that the idea of resurrection is spiritualized.
Following death, Man lives on as a heavenly spiritual being (oiJ nekroi; ejgerqhvsontai a[fqartoi ... to; fqarto;n tou'to ejnduvshtai ajfqarsivan kai; to; qnhto;n
tou'to ejnduvshtai ajqanasivan, 15:52-54). Platōn would not have any problem
with this.
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